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 On December 15, 2017, True Mother gave me the 

heavy responsibility of serving as president of 

FFWPU for a heavenly Korea. I was so grateful, 

but on many nights I could not sleep from worries 

and anxieties. 

 

Nevertheless, I had to go toward victory in 

realizing Vision 2020. I have been running for the 

past three years as president, holding onto the 

guidance she gave me, "The more you feel 

inadequate, the more Heaven will work with you." 

Looking back on the past three years, I recall 

touching memories I had with church members. On 

February 22, 2018, at the Cheongshim World 

Peace Center, heavenly Korea had a March 

Forward Rally for the Inheritance of Heavenly 

Fortune. 

 

That was not a rally at which we listened to True 

Mother's guidance and made resolutions. The intent 

of the rally was to enthrone her and to display our 

firm resolve. 

 

There, I expressed my determination with fear and a trembling heart. I shed tears that day. Twenty 

thousand others did as well. Thus, Heavenly Parent moved in miraculous ways. The foundation to begin 

emerged, and after Foundation Day, forty families began the heavenly tribal messiah work to bless 430 

couples horizontally [in the earthly realm]. In just six months, the forty families multiplied tenfold to over 

four hundred. 

 

I also cherish the Cheonshimwon all-night-prayer vigil. In March 2018, under True Mother's direction, 

eight leaders did a rotating all-night-prayer vigil there for twenty-one days. We cried out, "Eight of us are 

doing this vigil." Later, we prayed that more than eighty, then more than eight hundred people would be 

able to come pray together -- and that came true. Only then were we able to envision that a heavenly, 

unified Korea might emerge. As we prayed for more people to join us, as many as eight thousand people 

came. Once, we had around twenty thousand people praying for a heavenly, unified Korea. On that same 

day, True Mother prayed for it as well. 

 

Another memory is when True Mother, during the 2018 Hopeful March Forward Rallies, changed the 

status of Korea's five sub-regions, making them regions and dubbing them "heavenly nations." After the 

successful rallies, she blessed the sub-regional leaders as co-presidents of the Korean movement. 

 

After the close of all the events successfully commemorating the centenary of True Father's Holy Birth, 

True Parents' sixtieth Holy Wedding anniversary and the eighth anniversary of True Father's Cosmic 

Seonghwa, True Mother raised the sub-regions to the continental level and chose me to be the co-

chairman of heavenly Korea, for which I am grateful. 



 

 

 

Another milestone is the victory of the CheonBo families. On the centenary of True Father's birth and the 

sixtieth Holy Wedding anniversary, True Parents prepared two gifts -- the restoration of seven nations and 

the offering of families that had been victorious as heavenly tribal messiahs. Families, 4,497 of them, 

pledged to True Parents to register as CheonBo families; while 3,525 families completed the vertical eight 

lineages and 1,623 out of the 1,686 families that completed the vertical and horizontal lineages, registered 

as CheonBo families. True Mother called me again on June 8 and said we need to command the spirit 

world from the Cheonshimwon and as a result, to solve problems on earth. "The center during the 

Seonghwa memorial is the Cheonshimwon," she said, "People who visit should offer their devotion and 

receive Heaven's grace. By sharing those blessings, the Cheonshimwon will go beyond the level of 

liberating all the people on earth and in the spirit world. 

 

The Cheonshimwon should quickly be known to the world's 7.7 billion people as a place at which anyone 

among all humanity can experience a life of attending True Parents, interact with the spirit world, pray 

and express their wishes." 

 

She said to offer jeongseong even if it requires keeping social distance, so we started special jeongseong 

on June 10. However, as Covid-19 became increasingly more serious, continuing was no longer possible. 

Yet it did not end. The offering of prayer-vigil jeongseong continued through connecting to the 

Cheonshimwon online. We started with District One and all five districts started joining in. The grace of 

reporting activities, giving testimonies, and praying in unison continued, and early one recent morning, 

the prayer vigil jeongseong marked its one hundredth iteration, with a total of over 210,000 people having 

taken part online. For members worldwide, Cheonshimwon is important as a sanctuary like the place 

where Adam and Eve had one-on-one conversations with Heavenly Parent. 

 


